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About This Game

EARLY ACCESS WARNING

CUBEZ IS IN EARLY ACCESS ALPHA. PLEASE DO NOT PURCHASE IT UNLESS YOU WANT TO ACTIVELY
SUPPORT DEVELOPMENT. CUBEZ IS IN A HIGHLY ACTIVE STATE OF DEVELOPMENT SO VARIOUS THINGS
WILL BREAK AND BE FIXED PROMPTLY FROM TIME TO TIME. WE'RE VERY OPEN ABOUT DEVELOPMENT,

SO PLEASE CHECK OUR SOCIAL MEDIA OUTLETS AND LEAVE COMMENTS OR QUESTIONS TO HELP SQUASH
BUGS. ALL FEATURES LISTED ON THIS PAGE ARE IN THE GAME CURRENTLY AND ARE AVAILABLE FOR

PLAY.
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About CubeZ

Get ready for some full multiplayer destroy the brain to kill goodness with fully destructible characters, destructible gear, gear
that effects play style, full character customization, weapon customization, and weapon mods that change the way your gun

handles. CubeZ in Early Access is all about action gameplay and arena styled combat and various game modes.

Team Deathmatch
Capture the Flag

Features
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Full Dynamic Player Destruction, Watch Parts Fall Off as You Shoot!

Character Gear Customization

Character Loadout Customization

Weapon Customization

2 Action Packed Game Modes

In Game Chat

6 Arena Style Maps

Over 50 Gear Items

Configurable Matches, Play with 2-16 Players
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Title: CubeZ
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Imaekgames [Imaek Limited]
Publisher:
Indie Developer
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP2 64-bit

Processor: i3

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 640 GTS

DirectX: Version 10

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Tested on lower devices than this - Laptops with INTEGRATED GRAPHICS will most likely not run the
game.

English
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Oculus Rift review here.

FIrst of all — i have not finished the game yet, just came to threw few word about.

Fantastic visuals. Guys, this is really AAA quality!
Sounds. You know, for me the audio in games means even more than graphics and here i was just blown away. Good job!
Locomotion. Very interesting idea about rotating the game scene — hope more devs go the same way instead of teleports.

Verdict: Cmon, these are the best 500Mb of gameplay i ever had with VR! Go try!. I just wanted to try out a cheap game and
picked this up.
What I got is this:
- Bad gramma
- Gamebreaking mechanics
- Glitching out of the level
- A lot of crashes

The story was ok I guess. It could be worse.
It's still too bad for a thumb up. Feels like a bad mod... sry :(. This game is a fun little experience. Granted, as many others have
pointed out, it is an incredibly short game. Hydrophobia: Prophecy likelihood was intended more as a tech demo for a new
engine rather than an actual game. Additional mechanics like platforming and shooting as well as a skeleton of a study and some
simple voice acting were sprinkled on and those seem to be what people hard on the most.
Is it worth it? I'd say yes, even at full price it offers a fun distraction from other games and is quite effective as far as an
interactive tech demo from 2011 goes.. I bought it for the new and updated music.
+new art
+fully voiced. Enjoying this game so far.. A nice train to drive. It´s harder to get into than Scourge of war even if it has a much
easier UI interface. For me the problem is actually not the simulation mechanics and instead the lack of sounds when troops
marching and that you can´t zoom in on your units very close, so instead you are forced to you have a birds eyeview of the
battle. So....read the other reviews instead about it.
I´m looking forward to the teams new game called " Grand tactician" that seems to be the best of 2 worlds

Scourge of war waterloo in terms of simulation but with an optimized UI that is not unpractical and influence of nicer graphics
that we can see in Total war. Yet it has nothing in comparance to this since " Grand tactican" aims to use the logistics in battle
and a much deeper use of engineers and so on.

So please read more about this lovely game developement here
http://www.grandtactician.com/

Personally I couldnt enjoy " The seven years war" due to the problems with the immersion but I´m quite sure it´s doing what it´s
supposed to be doing in according to the simulation aspect and depth.
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This video shows real people form Ramnicu Valcea, Romania. They are speaking real native Romanian. We all like to see smart
people sharing their experience and views, right?

Cons:
The major bad point is that the video crew went to Romania but they forget to film some beautiful Romanian girls walking on
the street, lol just kidding
. I love everything about this game but there just isnt much content? 7 hours and more than halfway done? im about 5 rooms
short but i stopped since i felt like theres no point in going further.. I have tried several times to use this. It is not intuitive at all.
It sort of locks your mouse and screen like some kind of fullscreen application or video game. Also I had no way of getting it to
show in streamlabs OBS and the app itself didn't read the chat from any of the 3 supposedly successfully connected sources
(mixer,youtube and tiwtch) . I do not recommend this software at all. Save your money and time and Try a different solution.

Update 4/18/19 - Been using sheepchat and everything is a lot more intuitive Irecommend it over this.. has potential but
currently has too many problems and weak areas. also i listened to a rumor and the coordinates were not accessible...last
everyone has identical skill trees but there are achievements for filling out each skill tree based on an associated attribute. not
sure if this means each leg of the tree is considered one but seems pretty weak that way. The campaign is absolutely worthless
but playing a regular skirmish either hotseat or singleplayer makes it the best homm game since 3. The multiplayer usually
works but there are some bugs. If you dont want your whole campaign breaking, consider not playing necropolis because after a
while it will break. And somehow I still recommend this game because it is a great time.. So this sequel to Elisa the Innkeeper
has a new protagonist showing up to try and woo Elisa. Only this time, it is a playboy cad who simply wants to screw anything
female and mess anything up... However, if you make the right choices, he... may have a change of heart...

There are five girls in the game, but the endings (at least the ones that trigger the achievements) leave only three as choices, one
ending having two, the other... being a possible eventual love thing. Along the way, if you treat them right, you can end up
having a bit of "fun" with one or two others...

Now, there is a free patch to add some content. Thing is, it actually is a different version, that you can switch back and forth
between on the front page. And only the Steam version unlocks the achievements.. Doesn't work with my Logitech controller :(.
Very nice gameplay, it's fun to play and not that easy if you're looking for the perfect strategy ! I highly recommend.. Uninstall
Works!
After screwing around with the controls trying to get them to work I finally gave up on this crap. It's free, it should be free. I got
the game pad to work once but i couldnt jump but JUMP was unresponsive so I could only walk 3 feet in either direction. If i
had paid for this id already be asking for a refund.

Score Break Down.
1pt - Game Turned On
1pt - Left Boob
1pt - Right Boob

3/10

EDIT: The hate is hilarious! Grrrrrrrrrrr get mad I didnt like the game you love!
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